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Leftist Media Falsely Frames RNC’s Defense
Of Jan. 6 Free Speech As A Defense Of Rioting
Jan. 6 hoaxers were whipped into another regular hysteria this week after the Republican National
Committee (RNC) voted to censure a set of GOP legislators who’ve conspired with Democrats to
penalize safeguarded speech.
Earlier this month, the RNC released a well-deserved reprimand of Illinois Rep. Adam Kinzinger and
Wyoming Rep. Liz Cheney for their leading functions on Democrats’ House Select Committee on Jan.
6.
After an specific attack from the committee on personal residents who quietly opposed as opposed to
a real probe of the Capitol security failures, total with subpoenas for more than 100 personal telecom
records unassociated to the riot, the RNC condemned the set for “participating in a Democrat-led
persecution of normal people engaged in genuine political discourse.”
The line’s last 3 words were a clear defense of the constitutionally safeguarded demonstration
practiced by the 10s of thousands of Donald Trump fans who gathered to the country’s capital on Jan.
6,2021 A hostile press identified the RNC’s defense of safeguarded tranquil speech as rather a
recommendation to the rioters who stormed the Capitol complex.
Legacy media incorrectly framed Republicans as protectors of the Capitol turmoil, rather than as
protectors of the Constitution-protected rights to complimentary speech and peaceable assembly.
“GOP Declares Jan. 6 Attack ‘Legitimate Political Discourse,” entitled The New York Times’ news
protection. “GOP Declares Deadly Jan. 6 Attack ‘Legitimate Political Discourse,” ran another in The
Daily Beast aggregating the Times, gushing falseinformation in the procedure by branding the riot
“deadly.”
Jennifer Rubin at the Washington Post stated the line a “blunder.” ABC News highlighted a judge’s
rebuke of the line in a Jan. 6 sentencing, and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi capitalized on the
protection to stack on Republicans while she hides her own fault in the Jan. 6 riot.
“You’ve heard me state onceagain and onceagain that the Republicans appear to be having a limbo
contest with themselves to see how low they can go,” Pelosi stated at her weekly press conference
on Wednesday. “They appear to have reached rock bottom with their declaration that what occurred
on Jan. 6 was regular political discourse. Legitimate, genuine political discourse.”
Even Republicans were deceived into the Democrat messaging, which consistedof the typical
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perpetrators.
“To recommend that a violent attack on the seat of democracy is genuine political discourse is so far
from precise as too … make individuals marvel what we’re believing,” Utah Republican Sen. Mitt
Romney stated Monday. Romney was the sole member of the upper chamber to assistance
Democrats’ Trump impeachments twotimes.
Worse yet, the highest-ranking chosen Republican in the nation, Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky, embraced the leftist talking points promoted by the Times, provoking another
heading in the Washington Post, “Legitimate political discourse’: Three words about Jan. 6 stimulate
rift amongst Republicans.” It shouldn’t have if Republicans discovered anything from the prior 6 years
of incorrect stories marketed by business outlets to use unnecessary pressure on GOP
politicalleaders. See the Russia scam.

Mitch McConnell knocked the RNC for calling the Jan. 6 riot “legitimate political discourse”
and censuring 2 of its own members, Representatives Liz Cheney and Adam Kinzinger.
https://t.co/9YXdVdAMmt pic.twitter.com/7uY78AwOOr
— The New York Times (@nytimes) February 8, 2022
The concept that Republicans stated any episodes of political violence “legitimate political discourse,”
isn’t simply incorrect, it’s totally ridiculous offered the celebration’s constant record of condemning
criminal discontent. The expression is even more clear to anybody who infact read the censure as
opposed to simply its protection from a hostile media.
Of Democrats’ Jan. 6 Committee subpoenas, 90 percent haveactually targeted people associated
with the tranquil White House demonstration who had absolutelynothing to do with the Capitol. One
released by the committee on which Cheney serves as vice chair took objective at a political expert
working to unseat the congresswoman in Wyoming who had no participation in Jan. 6 activities
whatsoever, consistingof the rally or the riot.
Texas Republican Rep. Michael McCaul was amongst the coupleof Republicans who used a
affordable response when faced about the fabricated scandal.
“My understanding is [the statement] relates to the genuine protesters that I saw that day,” McCaul
informed ABC “This Week” on Sunday. The network went on to compose the heading, “Top GOP
legislator won’t condemn calling occasions of Jan. 6 ‘legitimate political discourse.’”
House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy, whose GOP appointees were disallowed from Pelosi’s
customized panel at the speaker’s wish, likewise provided a reaction Republican citizens ought to
need of their Republican agents.
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“I think anyperson — and we all understand this — who gotin this constructing, who rioted, is not
genuine political discourse, however that is not what the RNC was talking about,” McCarthy stated. “If
you watch what the January 6 committee is doing, they subpoenaed individuals who weren’t here on
January 6 however were down in Florida. They haveactually gone after individuals and their records
who weren’t even included on January 6.”
The media’s knee-jerk response to frame the RNC censure as validating rioting at the Capitol is part
of the real scandal ingrained in the Democrats’ Jan. 6 efforts. Democrats and their allies in the
business press have lookedfor to conflate the Capitol chaos with the tranquil White House
demonstration, prosecuting any and all included with secured speech as badguys of democracy. But
demonstrations are not invalid simply because they fly contrary to Democrats’ views.
Tristan Justice is the western reporter for The Federalist. He has likewise composed for The
Washington Examiner and The Daily Signal. His work has likewise been included in Real Clear
Politics and Fox News. Tristan finished from George Washington University where he majored in
political science and minored in journalism. Follow him on Twitter at @JusticeTristan or contact him at
Tristan@thefederalist.com.
Source: Leftist Media Falsely Frames RNC’s Defense Of Jan. 6 Free Speech As A Defense Of
Rioting.
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